How To Reharmonize a Hymn
1) Where to reharmonize?
Though you can reharmonize at pretty much any given point in a hymn, you should begin at the
cadential points as these areas lend themselves more readily to adjustment.

For this exercise we will use the tune Richmond and begin to alter the 2nd cadential point,
currently an imperfect cadence in G major.
Note that altering the harmonies on the final cadence of a hymn would not be a good idea unless
you are planning to segue into a coda or an interlude.
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2) What chord to use?
Each melody note there has various choices for reharmonization but only a couple would actually
sound great in context.
Using TRIAD chords only, here are some examples of available choices (note: most of these would
NOT sound great in context).
D minor - the melody note is the root of the triad. The
original choice of D major works here as well.

B flat major - the melody note of D is now the 3rd of the
triad.

B minor - just as with B flat major, the melody note of D is
the 3rd of the triad.

G major - the melody note is now the 5th of the triad.

G minor - as with G major, the melody note “D” is the 5th of
the triad.

This should give you an idea of how many
choices you have for any one given note, as we
have not yet begun to explore 7th chords.
For this example, I have chosen to use the B
minor alternative. Note that it is possible to
make others fit in context, such as the B flat
major but I chose B minor for the purposes of
this exercise.
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3) How to make the changes work in context?
Once you have chosen an alternative chord, you now have the challenge of ensuring that it fits in
with the surrounding harmonies.
Though B minor is a good alternative, the progression is now
weakened if we do not alter the surrounding harmonies.

One of the reasons that this cadential point now
sounds a bit weaker than the original is that it is
missing the V-I feel.
To remedy this, find a way to create a V-I
progression towards the newly altered chord.
Since the newly altered chord is B minor, chord 5
in B minor is F# major.
The only way to harmonize the melody note “E”
with an F# major chord, is to use an F# major 7th
chord.

Now we have a V-I feel towards our newly altered chord. Though it
could remain as is, there is more we can do to make it fit well.

One of the reasons that this cadential point now
sounds a bit weaker than the original is that it is
missing the V-I feel.
To remedy this, find a way to create a V-I
progression towards the newly altered chord.
Since the newly altered chord is B minor, chord 5
in B minor is F# major.
The only way to harmonize the melody note “E”
with an F# major chord, is to use an F# major 7th
chord.

Using a chromatically moving bass line is another method that facilitates a
smooth progression. In this case below, the F# 7th chord was inverted to allow
for an A# in the bass line, thus connecting A to B chromatically.

On the following pages are
two hymns which have a
similar structure.
Using the same steps that I
have taken, reharmonize the
2nd cadence of those hymns.
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Exercise 1 - Reharmonize this hymn using the 3 steps.
Once you have chosen an alternative chord, you now have the challenge of ensuring that it fits in
with the surrounding harmonies.
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